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ABSTRACT

~e main concern of this work is the establishment
of prediction models for
the sotar activity which greatly influences the'behaviour
of the upper abr.ospher~
constituent elements. Such models are aimed at applications
in'orbit computations
of close earth satellites « 1000 km) which, within this altitude range, are
affected by atmospheric drag.

1 - INTRODUCTION
The study of solar activity prediction
models plays an important role in the area of
earth artificial satellites through its
influence on otbital.tra}ectories.
ln
artificial satellite orbits, one in general
considers accurate dvnamic models which, besides
the gravitational attraction responsible for
the near keplerian motion, include the
'perturbations due to diverse environmental
sources. Particularly in the case of low orbits
«
1000 km of altitude), the atmospheric drag
is a very relevant perturbation. The calculation
of the atmospheric drag is directly related
to the local properties of the atmosphere.
Hence atmospheric density models are needed for
precision orbit computation. Basically the
atmospheric density models are extremely
dependent on the temperature [1], [2]~
Measurements collected on board of satellites
have shown that the local atmospheric
temperature at 90 km of altitude is almost
constant to 190oK. Nonetheless, from this
altitude the temperature increases
asymptotically up to th~ threshold of the
exospheric temperature about 600 km. On .rhe
other hand, the exospheric temperature is
sharply affected by solar radiation,
particularly by a narrow band of the spectrum
about 10.7 cm of wavelenght. The density of
the energy flux from solar radiation at 10.7cm
wavelenght is usually named F 10.7 solar fluxo
Daily mcasurements of the solar flux corrected
to one astronomical distance are monthly
releas~d by the Herzberg lnstitute of
Astrophysics at Ottawa, Canadá, since 1948. The
atmospheric density is also influenced, though
to a lesser extent, by variations of the
terrestrial magnetic field. Among several
factors which contribute
to those variations,
the solar storms are the most significant ones
(3). Such storms increase the number of ionized
particles brought about by the solar wind and
distort the geomagnetic field lines. The
distortion of the field is measured byan index
·K every three hours by 12 magnetic
observatories spread over the world. An average
of the local values of K, named planetary index

1~,

is .monthly ~.ss~ed by the Institut für
; GeophysLk
at Gottmgen,
Germany.
The
r scale for K
is quasi-logarithmic
and only
! discrete vafues between O (minimum activity)
: and 9 (maximum activity) are utilized.
. The

Kp

values

can

be

converted

ta

theplanetary
ampl~tud~ Ap by mea~s of a
table whose scale LS 11.near. The l.ndex Kp and
amplitude Ap are both equivalentqua~tifications
of the geomagne~ic activity. Becaus~ of their
effects on the atmosphere,
the solar flux and
geomagnetic activity prediction
moàels have
become necessary for space mission analysis,
lifetime calculations
and orbit propagations.
Though implicit;ly one acknowledges
that those
parametcrs are somehow related ta the sunspot
number, up ta now the're is na mathe::-.atical
model based upon physical relationships
linking the causes ta the effects.· r.~cre are
only empirical models which combine regression
techniques ta the polynomial
extrapolation
[4). The data bank available for the
assessment of the models is considerably
dense (daily
me~surements),
but relatively
short term (about 37 years) compareci to the
time constants of the phenomenon.
1he
characteristic5
of the data can be se~n in
Figures 1 and 2. The solar flux prcsonts an
approxirr~tely constant minimum value (70 x
10-22 w/m2 llz), perturbed by long term
oscillations
(-11 years), with amplitudes
from 100 ta 200. Noreover,
irregular short
period oscillations
whose mean square values
(dispersion) increase with the flux intensity
are'verifieq;
hence, they da present a nearly
periodic trend (see Fig. 3). The amplitude
Ap
presents similar characteristics
though with
less pronounced periodicity
(see Figs. 2 and
4). Accounting for those basic characteristics,
solar flux and geornagnetic amplitudeprcdiction
madels were developed [5], [6] and are shortly
described in the -sequeI. The complete and
explicit formulation
i5 contained
in [6],
·whichis
ta be released forthcomingly.
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F

is the mean

value

of the solar

. d' , w lS a whlte
.
.
T lQ.7
lS the long perlo
nOlse
with unity spcctral power density, v is a
wllite Gaussian process representing
the
measurement
uncertainty,
and the parameters
U, À, Q, a, B are adjusted such that within
the steady state the amplitude and the phase
of x, as well as its dispersion,
are coincident
with the corresponding
values of the data
bank [6]. The available flux measurements,
taken from the data bank, are processed by a
linear Kalman filter [7] and time updated
according to the dynamic model, Equationli
2. The. predicted flux as well as its dispersion
approach asymptotically
the mean periodic
values observed in the data bank. However,
during a trànsient about one year, the
uncertainty on the propagation
remains
expressively
inferior to the one yielded by
the mean periodic behaviour, which is the main
advantage of the procedure. Figure 5 shows a
prediction from 1964 and the comparison with
the actual observed values.
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F'O.7 .,x + F'O.7 + v ,
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Fig. 2 - Geomagnetic

Amplitude

since

1948.
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As for the geomagnetic

activity

amplitude

~,
one preferred not to use the same type of
formulation due to its remarkable
lack of

, ,',

set,

3 - GEOMAGNETIC
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Fig. 3 - Relation between dispersion
solar· flux intensity.

and

uniformity within its cyeles. Instead, an
.approach based upon autoregression
linear
prediction models was endeavoured
[8].
Nevertheless,
those models require the
knowledge of the correlation
between the past
measured values with future values to be
predicted,

but

it would

only be feasible

if

~ were stationary. Figure 4 suggests the
existence of a functional relationship
between the dispersion o(t) and the mean
intensity

of Ap as given

by:

(4)
where

40
AP

the function

H might

be attained

by

mcans of a least square method, and Àn would
be the mean Ap' Allhough this shows that Ap is
nonstationary,
on the other hand it permits to
make a nonlinear transformation:

(5)

A*(t) ~ G [A (t)]
Fig. 4 - Relation between dispersion and
geomagnetic amplitude intensity.

p

I

p

such that A* has almost

constant

in other wofds, A~ is stationary.
transformation
defined by

dispersion

or,

The

2 - SOLAR FI.UX MODEL
For the solar flux one uses a linear
stochastic model, excited by a periodic forcing
term, with pcriodic dispersion as given by:

dG
dA
. P

(6)

can be deduced by developing
A~ in Taylor
serias up to first order and introducing
the
hypothesis
that the correlation
R(t,,) is

~
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Then, Ap results approximately stationary [6]
because its correlation is approximately given
by p(t - ,). Assuming ergodici ty of A;, one can
compute p(t - 1) from the transformed data. The
prediction
was accomplished
phases.
ln of
the~ Íirst,
one obtains in
the two
mean
periodic value for alI cycles by means of a
periodic smoothing [9], and a spline smoothing
[10], which tracks ~he mean period variations
peculiar to each cycle; then the difference
between both is propagated (Figure 6 and 7).

....
TP'1E

Fig~ 8 - A p pre~iction

since

1968.

4. - CONCLUS IONS
The comparisons of the results wfthfue
actual measured values indicate, for both
models, a statisticaHy
consistent
propagation
specially advantageous
for predictions
around
one year. During this transient, the standard
.deviation is small enough such that· reasonable
degree of confidence
is assured. The model of
the sunspot number and its relationship
~ith
the solar flux and the geomagnetic
activ:t\· s a
matter of current research. As the avail2b12

~ 2se

u.

i

I,
Fig. 5 - Solar Flux Prediction
1964.

since

~ata of solar spot number span an amount of
cycles considerably
larger, the solar spot :c-.,:-,Jel
could then be used,as in [4) to enhance long
period predictions
ando in addition,
it ~"uld
allow meaningful
comparisons with their'
results.
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